WEDDINGS
ON NIKOI

1° 04’ N, 104° 43’ E

WEDDINGS ON NIKOI
Nikoi is a private island off the east coast of Bintan
just 2 ½ hours from Singapore. Ringed in white
sand beaches and stunning rock formations it is
an ideal location for a romantic wedding and is a
popular destination for honeymooners. Ideal for
family groups of up to 60, the accommodation
is generously spaced to maximise privacy and
provide grandstand ocean views.
Nikoi is available for wedding parties if the
whole island is booked for a minimum of two
nights. Please refer to our information sheet on
“Whole Island Bookings” which is available on our
website for our current rates. In addition to our
standard whole isladn booking rate we will charge
a surcharge of S$500++ per night for weddings.
We would be happy to help with the transfers
to Nikoi and with meals but should you need
assistance with formal flower arrangements,
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celebrants or any other arrangements we would
recommend you engage a wedding planner.
Under Indonesian law it is not possible for
foreigners to formally marry in Indonesia although
there is of course no reason why you cannot
engage a marriage celebrant to conduct your
wedding service on Nikoi.

it may be possible for guests to make the day trip
to Nikoi from Bintan or Singapore. There is limited
accommodation in the immediate vicinity but there
is plenty of accommodation in the Bintan resorts
area, approximately 90 minutes away. Please note
that we cannot host more than 100 guests for
meals.

We would therefore recommend that you
formalise your marriage in Singapore or your home
country and then arrange a marriage celebrant to
attend your reception on Nikoi.

Frequently Asked Questions

Nikoi is very popular on weekends so if you are
planning a weekend wedding you will need to
book the whole island at least six months ahead.
To check on availability you can email us at relax@
nikoi.com.

We do not allow day visits to the island as it spoils
the privacy and ambience for our guests that are
staying on the island. If you are serious about holding
a wedding on Nikoi we would recommend you
book a stay with us and during that stay we would
recommend you discuss with our staff how we could
help you organise your wedding

If your wedding party is to be more than 50 guests

TEL +62 811 7008040

EMAIL RELAX@NIKOI.COM

Can I organise a visit to the island for a site
inspection?
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Can you put up a marquee with aircon for us or
is it possible to hold the wedding on the beach?
No we cannot put up a marquee, but we do have two
dining pavilions with a covered area of approximately
100sqm each. These each have 9m long dining
tables made from a single piece of driftwood which
each can seat 26 comfortably and additional tables
can be set up. The floors in these dining pavilions are
white sand and only a short distance from the beach.
They are not airconditioned.
I would also like to arrange for direct shuttle
boat service to and from Singapore?
The quickest way to get to Nikoi from Singapore is
the route we take using the Bintan Resort Ferries. It
is possible to charter a boat from Singapore but you
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will need to clear customs and immigration at Batam
in Indonesia. This procedure can take a number of
hours.
Can you arrange the décor and flowers?
The natural design of the buildings and the
surrounding landscaping means that there is little
need for elaborate flower decorations. In any event
cut flowers are not widely available in Bintan but our
staff can arrange some simple flower arrangements
with flowers and palm fronds growing on the island.
If you want cut flowers we would suggest bringing
them from Singapore.

Yes we can but please note that many western
ingredients are not available in Bintan so if you want
foie gras, oysters and exotic cheeses we will be unable
to help. We can provide a wonderful variety of seafood
dishes, fresh salads and local dishes.
Can your
celebrant?

recommend
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local

marriage

No, unfortunately this type of service does not exist
in Bintan we would therefore suggest you find a
celebrant in Singapore.

Can you arrange a special menu for our
reception?
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